The RVOA plays an important role in our community.

❖ We liaise with the City Council regarding problems experienced in the estate, such as the roads,
water leaks, storm water and by-laws.
❖ We also provide the following tangible services to the residents of the estate 1. We cut the grass on the sidewalks and verges of the main roads and inter sections in the
estate on a monthly basis. During this process we cut approximately 25 km’s worth of
grass.
2. Litter on Delmas, Sinovich and Buffa Street are collected every Tuesday (this is about 10
– 12 big black refuse bags per week).
3. The RVOA has thus far electrified plus minus 8km’s of the boundary fence with
contributions from residents. We maintained and pay the electricity for 6 energizers, the
fence is patrolled on a weekly basis and repaired almost on a weekly basis.
4. The RVOA installed and maintain the boom gates in Sinovich Drive and automated the
gate in Buffa Street. The street lights in Sinovich and Buffa Street was installed by the
RVOA and is maintained with levies of members in the estate. The electricity bill for the
gates and the lights is around R700 per month.
5. The whole of Sinovich and Buffa streets were planted with indigenous trees bought from
the levies of contributing members.
6. If any residents have complaints about breaches of the title deed conditions on their title
deed the RVOA intercede and contacts the transgressor, and follows up with the
municipality’s by-law enforcement centre.
7. We provide the residents with information on a weekly basis regarding estate matters such
as refuse removal, service providers, security, maintenance, and other pertinent news
worthy events.

For all these services the RVOA Management Committee is not remunerated. We do it on a
voluntary basis. Please become a RVOA Member and pay your levies so you might also
provide a tangible benefit to our small community.
To receive more information on RVOA Membership please send an email to
owners@rietvleiview.co.za

